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Introduction

If you rely on third party cookies to get user information such as location, age and 
browsing history, be aware, the end is near.

Using third party cookies to collect and track digital consumer data to deliver 
personalized ads is no longer acceptable. If your business relies on third party 
cookies as a marketing strategy, stop. A new era is coming. Now is the moment to 
up your game and learn alternatives ways to advertise and enrich your first party 
data. In this white paper we want to: 

Help you understand the problem of third party cookies.

How LeadScale helps to generate good leads in a safe and secure way, 
without violating user privacy. 
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Imagine a website is like a physical store. People come and go anonymously. But 
when you become a regular, the employees at that store eventually recognise 
you. They learn the colours you shop most, your favourite type of products and 
might even redirect you to products you will like. In a website that job is done by 
first party cookies. Those are the nice and helpful cookies. They remember your 
preferences, login, and items on your shopping cart, just like the salespeople at 
that store where you shop regularly. 

For example, when an online shop recommends products you might like or think 
about the joy you feel when you go back to a site on payday to find your basket 
still has all of the items that you placed in there the week before. This is all the 
work of first party cookies. 

While first party cookies are like the delightful salespeople from your favourite 
local store, third party cookies are not so nice. 

First Party Cookies vs Third Party 
Cookies – Friend vs Foe
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They are the tracking cookies that lurk 
in the shadows of the internet without 
your knowledge. Following everything 
you do, search and look at. Third party 
cookies are, as we like to call them, the 
internet stalker. They collect various 
forms of data, which are then passed 
on or even sold to advertisers by the 
unknown ad platforms that created the 
cookies. From the data they collect on 
you they know your interests, location, 
age, medical conditions, religious 
affiliations, political beliefs and much 
more. The information gathered by 
third party cookies allows marketers 
to supply customised ads but at what 
cost in the loss of confidence of the 
consumer. 

Third party cookies were originally 
pitched as being great for consumers 
because they got better ads. Perhaps 
this is true but the privacy trade-
off was never properly considered. 
Delivering better ads to customers 
meant more sales which was 
beneficial to brands. As it stands, the 
amount of click fraud in the industry 
means they are not good for anybody 
other than the ad networks that make 
money off them.

First party cookies

Users browses to website A

Website places first party cookie to 
identify them when they return

Third party cookies retargeting

User Browser Website A

Website B

Visits Website A

Cookies from A stored 
on user browser place 
personalised ad on B

1

Sends back multiple 
cookies with unique ID

2

3

Exits A 
and visits 

Website B

4

User clicks on 
the Ad and 
returns to A
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The death of third party cookies

In February 2020, Google announced its plan to make third party cookies 
obsolete on Google Chrome. Google’s goal is to protect users which are 
demanding for more privacy in the web.
 
“Users are demanding greater privacy including transparency, choice, and control 
over how their data is used and it’s clear the web ecosystem needs to evolve to 
meet these increasing demands,” Google said.

The phase out of third party cookies is not new. Firefox and Safari blocked third 
party cookies back in 2013. Although Chrome is not the first browser to block 
third party cookies, it is the biggest.  

¹ https://www.statista.com/statistics/268299/most-popular-internet-browsers - Retrieved 24 August 2022
² https://www.w3counter.com/globalstats.php - Retrieved 24 August 2022

68%

32%

Since Chrome, Safari, and Firefox will no longer support this type of data tracking, 
publications are calling Google’s phase-out the “death of the third party cookie.”

Google Chrome

All other browsers

Chrome accounts for more than 60% 
of the web browser market¹ and more 
than half of all global web traffic².
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Google originally committed, to ending third party cookie support within the 
Chrome browser by 2022. But pushed in the date to later 2023. Now, Google 
pushed once again the phasing out to the second half of 2024. According to one 
of Google’s vice president, Anthony Chavez: 

“The most consistent feedback we have received is the need for more time to 
evaluate and test the new Privacy Sandbox technologies before deprecating 
third party cookies in Chrome. We now intend to begin phasing out third party 
cookies in Chrome in the second half of 2024.”

The Privacy Sandbox is an initiative led by Google 
to create web standards for websites to access user 
information without compromising privacy. Its core 
purpose is to facilitate online advertising without the 
use of third party cookies.
 
While the initiative keeps being delayed, 
marketers need to stay ahead of the 
problem, and find better ways to reach 
out to your audience.
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What is the solution?

Now is the moment to retarget and detarget personal data effectively, capturing 
the right audience at the right time. Now it’s time to:

Have a clear understanding of your 
customer and define your ICP (ideal 
customer profile). Collect enough 

information to start the relationship 
but not so much as to be creepy.

Use LeadScale SmartForms to ensure 
the data is valid and verified.

Be transparent about how you are 
going to use the data and capture 

consent.

Use the information collected to 
move the data to where you can 

take the best next action while also 
keeping it encrypted.
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With the death of third party cookies, advertisers must be dependent on 
knowing who will be interested in their goods and services. The focus must be on 
transparency during customer acquisition and the quality of existing data sets.

This all may sound challenging, but there are solutions. To develop a strong 
customer acquisition process using personal data, you will have to invest in the 
right tools. Advertisers and publishers will need to source a true data processor 
that can remain supplier agnostic and apply processes based on instruction from 
a data controller. There are companies that will be able to provide solutions to 
the problems and will be able to help you through the entire process.
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LeadScale has never relied on third party cookies to generate qualified leads 
for our clients. Although we saw it coming, the death of third party cookies has 
neither impacted us nor our clients.

With the best filters in the industry, LeadScale Engine maximizes the input quality 
and delivers refined, verified, and consented personal data. Our technology 
makes us the best partner for any business. We bring in and develop the highest 
quality, consented personal data to help you turn every lead into a valuable 
relationship.

LeadScale Engine processes data from real people who are genuinely interested 
in our clients’ goods and services. We give our clients transparency and control 
over the sources and costs of getting into those relationships. We help them 
identify the moments that matter most for growing and amplifying those 
relationships optimising our clients’ marketing investments.

How LeadScale Engine refines your 
data capture?
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But how does
LeadScale Engine work?

LeadScale focus on delivering valuable relationships. We talk about how our 
Engine’s pipes and filters deliver our clients with validated, qualified, and verified 
leads. But how does the process work? What is the technology?

Through superior connectivity and configurability, LeadScale Engine orchestrates 
the delivery of data and automates best next actions for each prospect. Our 
Engine can be incorporated seamlessly into the lead generation process, without 
CSV files being uploaded from one system and downloaded into another.

Let us give you an example. Imagine you have a 
downloadable piece of content on your website. To 
download this piece, you require the prospect to 
include details like name, email, and telephone, 
but there is no guarantee that these details will 
be correct. That is where our Engine enters. 
Our tech Team developed a code called 
SmartForms, which assures the validity 
and verifies all data being processed, 
rejecting all non-compliant data and 
keeping noise and garbage out of your 
database. 
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Our SmartForms code is simple to add to any web form to protect you from spam 
and abuse. It uses advanced intelligence and keeps bots, baddies and nonsense 
from affecting your site. It does this while helping your valid users pass through 
with ease. This plugin will stop abusive traffic on your website without adding the 
friction of CAPTCHA. It checks names, email addresses and phone numbers in real 
time and ENABLES YOU TO PROMPT your customers for corrections as needed. 

Once the details are validated by our SmartForms, they are stored in our Engine 
database to be manually verified by our team before going to our clients CRM 
database.  Getting the correct data allows you to know your best next action, 
activating your prospects at the right moment.

Another way we use LeadScale Engine is through 
our Services Team. LeadScale Services is our 
marketing services company, specialising in 
lead generation. Leadscale Services plan lead 
generation campaigns and broker leads 
for our clients across our transparent 
partner networks. LeadScale Services is 
underpinned by LeadScale Engine. The 
software ensures the Services’ Team 
only deliver on target, de-duplicated, 
accurate and consented data to our 
clients. This approach delivers an 
extremely efficient model as no off spec 
or uncontactable data is purchased.

Getting your data right is essential. If we 
do not address lead data accuracy and 
completeness upfront, you cannot deliver 
the personalised follow up and experience our 
prospects and customers expect. Secondly, it is 
critical to build and keep trust with our prospects.

LeadScale Engine ensures that every data 
delivered is accurate and legitimate.
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